Abstract. Every continuous function from a countable compact linearly ordered set A into a Banach space V (vanishing at the least element of A) admits a representation as a sum of a series of its increments (in the topology of uniform convergence). This series converges to no other sum under rearrangements of its terms. A uniqueness result to the problem of representation of a regulated real function on the unit interval as a sum of a continuous and a steplike function is derived.
Then j£(a) is called the increment off at a. Note that if / is in C(A, V) so is every increment of /. Let mA (MA) denote the minimal (maximal) element of A. The purpose of this article is to prove Theorem 1. Let A be a countable compact ordered set, V a Banach space and letf G C(A, V) satisfy f(mA) = 0. 77te«: (a) There is an enumeration (J")" of the increments of f such that f = 2" /" holds in C(A, V).
(b) If (Jn)n is any enumeration of the increments of f for which 2"/" converges in C(A, V), then 2" ./j, = /.
In the special case where v = p + 1 is a compact countable ordinal Theorem 1(a) implies: Let/: v -> V be continuous. Then there is an enumeration ( p)l)" of the ordinals smaller than v such that for every p <v,f( ¡i) = f(0) + 2/1-</i(/(ju), + 1) -/(/O). Moreover, the convergence is uniform in u (in a sense made precise in § §2, 3). Similarly, there is an enumeration p,, of the ordinals smaller than v so that the identity f(p) = /(p) + 2Zll<h(f(¡L¡) -f(fi" + 1)) holds uniformly for ¡i < v.
Conditionally convergent series, every convergent rearrangement of which have the same sum, are known to exist in any infinite dimensional Banach space [Ha] , [McA] . Theorem 1 provides a host of natural examples of this phenomenon. The simplest of those is the following one: Let A = u 4-1 = {0, 1, 2,. .., u} and let V = R, the reals. Let (a")n be any sequence of reals such that 2" a" is conditionally convergent, and 2" an = a. Define / G C(A, R) by /(«) = 2(<" a¡,f(u) = a. It is straightforward to check that (J£)n is an enumeration of/'s increments, 2" J* = /, and that 2" J* is convergent in C(A, R) iff 2" a¡¡ is convergent to a. Thus, 2n/* is a conditionally convergent series in C(A, R), every convergent rearrangement of which has the sum/.
Although V is assumed to be Banach space in Theorem 1, the theorem is true in a wider context. We may assume F to be arbitrary complete normed abelian group.1 (A typical example of such a V which is not the additive group of a Banach space is the^-adic ring Qp, see e.g. [F] .) Let A be arbitrary ordered set. Call a G A right isolated (left isolated) iff a <a' ('a < a). Call a a core point iff it is neither right nor left isolated. Let/:
A -* V. We write/(a + ) = üiffVe>0 3e>a[íz<e<¿=> \\f(c) -v\\ < e]. Define f(a -) similarly. Note that f(a) = f(a + ) (f(a) = f(a -)) whenever a is right (left) isolated. Letf(mA -) = f(mA),f(MA +) = f(MA). We call/: A -* V a regulated function iff: ®ÄmA + )>Kma ~ ) exist> M do/(a + ),f(a -)ioimA <a <MA.
(ii)f(a) = f(a -) whenever a is right isolated, f(a) = f(a + ) whenever a is left isolated, f(a) = f(a -) whenever a is a core point. The reader will note that a regulated function is continuous if and only if it satisfies f(a -) = f(a + ) for every core point a.
If A is compact, the family of all regulated functions from A to V with the supremum norm is again a Banach space Reg(^4, V) containing C(A, V). For / G Reg(/i, V) define /*: A -» V by f*(a) = f(a + ) -f(a) if a is a core point, and f*(a) = f*(a) otherwise. The increment of f at a is redefined to be //•(«)_ Theorem 1 is equivalent to 'By a norm on an additive group V we mean a function || || from V into the nonnegative real numbers, satisfying HI = 0 iff v = 0, ||c|| = || -c|| and g« + w|| < ||c|| + ||u||. Theorem 2. Let A be a compact countable ordered set, V a Banach space, and let f G Re%(A, V) satisfy f(mA) -0. Then: (a) There is an enumeration (Ja)" of the increments of f such that f = 2" J" holds in Reg(A, V).
(b) If (Jn)n is any enumeration of the increments of f for which 2^"J" converges in Reg(A, V), then 2" ./j, = /.
Indeed, f* = f* for / G C(A, V) and so Theorem 2 clearly implies Theorem 1. Conversely, assume Theorem 1 and let A be a countable compact ordered set. Replacing each core point a G A by a pair of points â < a, we obtain another compact countable ordered set A with no core points. Define g: A-+A by g(5) = g(a) = a for a core point a G A, g(a) = a for a noncore point a G A. For / G Reg(A, V) let / = / » g. Then / G C(Â, V) and it is easily checked that Theorem 1 for / implies Theorem 2 for / (compare Proposition 3.1).
We apply Theorem 2 to obtain a theorem on Reg(7, V), where 7 = [0, 1] is the closed unit interval (see [GMW] , [M] ), s G Reg(7, V) is called steplike iff there is an enumeration (/")" of its increments (only countably many of which are nonzero) so that s = 2" J" holds in Reg(7, V). The separation of discontinuities of an / G Reg(7, V) by means of a steplike function dates back essentially to Lebesgue's Theorem on monotone real functions: every monotone real function has a unique representation / = g + s, where g is a monotone continuous function and s is a monotone steplike function. Similarly, every / € Reg(7, V) of bounded variation has a unique representation / = g + s, where g G C(I, V) and s is steplike. In general, however, such a representation need not exist, and when it exists need not be unique [GMW] , [M] . Call / E Reg(7, V) representable if / has a representation / = g + s, where g G C(I, V) and s G Reg(7, V) is steplike, and uniquely representable if / has precisely one such representation. Obviously, the representability and unique representabiliy of / G Reg(7, V) depend only on/*. Now/-»/* is a continuous linear mapping of Reg(J, V) onto C0(I, V) = {h: I-> V\{t: \\h(f)\\ > c} is finite for every e > 0} with the supremum norm. Call h G C0(I, V) summable (uniquely summable) iff some-or equivalently, any-/ in Reg(7, V) with/* = « is representable (uniquely representable).
The complete characterization of summable or uniquely summable members of C0(I, R) is still open. The methods of this paper suffice to characterize, however, those summable members of C0(I, R) whose support has a countable closure (to appear elsewhere). We shall address ourselves here only to the uniqueness problem.
In [M] it is shown that an h G C0(7, R) exists, such that every / G Reg(7, R) with/(0) = 0 and/* = « is steplike. Obviously, the support of such an « is necessarily dense in I, and so has I for its closure. In a similar way, it can be shown that given any countable set A in I of uncountable closure, there is an h G C0(I, R) whose support is A such that the family {s G Reg(/, R): s is steplike and s* = «} is of the cardinality of the continuum. This is not anymore possible if «'s support is of countable closure. The following fact was stated in [M] for the case V = R: Theorem 3. Let A be a countable closed subset of I. Let f G Reg(I, V) satisfy {t: f*(t) ¥= 0} ÇA. If fis representable, then fis uniquely representable.
Proof. Let W ç Reg(I, V) be the closed subspace of those/ G Reg(7, V) that vanish at 0 and are constant on every component of I -A. For/: I -» V let fA: A -» V denote the restriction of / to A. Clearly, fA G Reg(^4, V) whenever f GW, and the mapping Tf' -fA is a linear isometry of W onto
Reg0(A, V)={fG
Reg(A, V):f(mA) = 0}. We show now that W = {s G Reg(I, V): s is steplike and {t: s*(t) ¥= 0} Ç A). Clearly s G W whenever s is steplike and {t: s*(t) ¥= 0} ÇA. Conversely, let/ G W. By Theorem 2(a), there is an enumeration (/")" offA's increments so that/< = 2"/". Apply T~x and obtain/= 2" T~xJn in Reg(7, V). But (T~xJ")n is obviously an enumeration of fs increments, and so/is steplike. Now assume that/ G Reg(7, V) is representable, and that {t:f*(t) ** 0} Ç A. Let / = gx + s, = g2 + s2 where gx, g2 G C(I, V) and sx, s2 steplike. By /* = if = s? we have sx, s2 G W, and (Tsx)* = (TsJ* = f*. Hence Tsx, Ts2 G Reg(A, V) have the same increments and vanish at mA. By Theorem 2(b), Tsx = Ts2, whence sx = s2 and gx = g2. □ Theorem 1 is proved essentially by induction on the Cantor rank of the scattered space A. In §1 the class of countable compact order types is characterized as the smallest class of order types including Ö and closed under one infinitary operation, the compact-limit operation (Definition 1.1). This yields a useful induction principle for countable compact order types. §2 is devoted to the proof of a rather technical summing lemma, which is the core of the inductive proof of Theorem 1, given in §3.
We are indebted to Casper Goffman for many hours of critical, useful and enjoyable discussions.
1. An induction principle for countable compact order types. We specify some notation first. An ordinal number is identified with the set of smaller ordinals and so ju < v and pG v are interchangeable. A cardinal number is an ordinal not equivalent to a smaller ordinal, u denotes the first infinite cardinal. \A\ denotes the cardinality of A, that is, the cardinal number equivalent to the set A. An order on A (or an ordering of A) is a total irreflexive and transitive relation on A. Let < be an order on A, B, C Ç A, then B < C means b < c for all b G B, c G C. Note that 0 < B < 0 holds for every B ç A. B < x (x < B) stands for B < {x} ({x} < B). The order type of A is denoted by A. The reader is referred to [E] for the definitions of an order type and of arithmetical operations on ordered sets and order types. Intervals in an ordered set are denoted in the usual manner, e.g. [a, b) = [c G A: a < c < b), (a, b) = {c G A: a <c < b). Ordinals are considered as ordered sets, being well ordered by the membership relation. An ordered set is considered as a topological space, with the topology generated by the sets {b: b <a} and {b: a < b). The following proposition will be useful ( [HK] , see e.g. [Ke, p. 162 Definition 1.1. Let An be an ordered set and let a,, = An (n G u). Assume further that An n Am = 0 for n ¥= m, x g U neu An and denote by <" the ordering of An. Define the x-compact-limit-sum of (A")nea, denoted x-CL" An, as follows. The domain of jc-CL" An is {x} u U"eu An. The ordering on x-CL A" is defined by:
(1) a < b iff a <" b for a, b G An.
(2)A2n <A2n + 2<x <^2» + 3 < ¿2n+» n G «• Let a be the order type of Jc-CLn6u An. Then a is defined as the compactlimit-sum of (a")"£u, denoted by a = CL" a". The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 1.2. Let Q denote the class of countable compact order types. Then G is the smallest class of order types including Ö and closed under the compact-limit-sum operation.
As a corollary we have the following Induction Principle. Let P(A) be a statement on ordered sets. If P(0) is true, and P(x-CLneu An) is true whenever P(An) is true for every « G u, then P(A) is true for every countable compact ordered set.
Let Gq denote the smallest class of order types including 5 and closed under the compact-limit-sum operation. Since *-CL" An is countable whenever each An is, and by Proposition 1.0 it is compact whenever each An is, we have So ce.
The reverse inclusion is proved essentially by induction or the Cantor rank rk(a) of a. We first resume some notation and facts (see e.g. [Ke] , [Ku] ). For a topological space, X, X' denotes the set of nonisolated points of X. Define by induction X™ for every ordinal ju as follows. Xm = X, X^+x) = *<">', and xW = n K» X<~A when " is a ümit ordinal-Th*11 ^ £ x(ll) for M < v, and rk(A') is defined as the least ordinal p. for which ^(rt = Ar(',+ 1). X is called scattered iff *<"> = 0 for v > rk(Z).
Let A" be a scattered compact nonempty Hausdorff space. Then rk(A") = p + 1 for some ordinal jti, and Ar('l) is finite. Define ch(A') = (p,m) where rk(A-) = p + 1 and \Xi,l)\ = m > 0. Also let ch(0) = (0, 0).
Every countable compact set of reals X is scattered, its induced topology coincides with its order topology, and its rank is countable. Every countable compact ordered set is order isomorphic with a compact countable set of reals, and so G is actually the class of order types of countable compact sets of reals.
We define ch(a) for a compact order type a by ch(a) = ch(A), where A is an ordered set of type a. In view of the previous remarks the following is clear. Proof. Let \i(x) be the ordinal u satisfying x G A^ -A(^+x'. Then x is nonisolated iff p(x) > 0. Also, if p(x) > 0 then there is an interval around x containing in addition only y's with p(y) < p(x). The proposition follows by a straightforward induction. □ Corollary 1.5. Let A be a countable scattered ordered set and let x be a core point in A satisfying mA < x < MA. Then there are sequences (an)nlEa and (bn)n£u of isolated points in A such that an < an+x < x < bn+x < bn, and * = sup" an = inf" b". Assume now p. > 0. Let first m = 1 and let A be an ordered set of of order type a. Let /1(m) = {x}. By Corollary 1.5 pick a monotone sequence (a")"e" of isolated points converging to x, say an < a"+, < x. Define A^ by A0 = [mA, a0], A^+2 = la'", an]. Since a" is isolated and a" ¥> MA, an < a'n and so Ain < A2n+2 an£l U «e« A2n = lmn> *)• ^n a similar way define a sequence of (possibly empty) closed intervals A2n+X in A so that ^2«+3 <-^2n+i an<L icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use U "Sw ^2»+i = (*> MA\ Now, by ¿<"> ç A<» = {x}, x£A"we have A^ = 0. Thus An is a compact countable ordered set with ch(-4") = (p", mn), where Px < p. By the induction hypothesis, An G Gq, and so by A -x-CLn An, a G G».
Assume next that ch(a) = (p, m + 1). By Proposition 1.3 let a = ß + ä, where ch(/î) = (u, m) and ch(á) = (p, 1). By the previous case, & = CL" ¿L, where cL, e £". By induction, ß G Gq. Let a" = ß, a^ = «2/1+2 and a2n+x = <*2n+v Then a" G Gq for all n, and a = CL" a", whence a G Gg.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
2. The Summing Lemma. We say that a set A is countable ii \A\ < u. An ordering -< of A is called an \A {-ordering if ^4 ordered by -< is isomorphic to \A\. Let < be an |v4|-ordering of a countable set A, and let <Zq, <zl9 . .. be the enumeration of A in the order < . Define mlA)^ for m, « e w as follows. Proof. Define by induction onsE«, ms, n^Gu (i G u) as follows. Let »»o = *m = 0(i G u).
Assume that ms_x,ni s_x are already defined for i G u. By (2.0) we may choose ms so that ms_x <ms and (2.6)2Zm¡<ici<l/2s. By (2.2) we may further choose «ö for /' < ms so that niI_, < «ö and \\hUB^')\\<2TÍ--s iorBG%,n¡s<k,l. We show next that (2.4) holds. Let s G u, 0 < s. Let AT, = |Z>,|, let B G ®, Ns < k, I be given, and we demonstrate that HAQiODll < i/s. Let B¡ = B n A. B't = AB¡)?-By (2-9) [Aft = Ds and so, by N, < k, B¡ n Ds = 0.
Hence there are A:,., l¡ G u such that «¿, < k¡, /, and 2?; = JB,)^'. Thus by (2.7) ||A(2?/)|| < 1/(2 ms-s) for / < ms. Also, by (2.2) \\h(B¡)\\ < cr Thus we have by h(klB)T) = 2ieu h(B¡) and (2.6) |*(*W)|<2 |*W>| + * *<^.-JL_ + ¿.I.
Finally, we prove (2.5). Let i? G ©, B¡, -i» n ^, and let u, = 2*/ A. By Call/ G C(A, V) representable (uniquely representable) iff there is an enumeration (/")" of fs increments so that / = 2" /" holds in C(A, V) (and whenever (Jn)n is another enumeration of fs increments for which 2" /" converges, the identity / = 2./J, holds in C(A, V)). Let A be a countable compact ordered set, and let /, A: A -> V. Let <&A = {lmA, a): a G A}. We say that an \A|-ordering < sums A (uniformly) to /iff < sums A (uniformly) over %A and f(a) = 2^ a) A for every a G A.
We prove Theorem 1 rephrased as follows:
Theorem I'. Let A be a countable compact ordered set, V a Banach space, and let f: A -» V be a continuous function satisfying f(mA) = 0. Then: (a1) There is an \A\-ordering < of A that sumsf1' uniformly tof.
(b') If < is any \A \-ordering of A that sums /* uniformly to f, then / = /.
Proof of (a'). We prove (a') by induction on ch(A) = ( p, m). By Proposition 3.0(i) we may assume p > 0 and by Proposition 3.0(ii) and Proposition 1.3 it is enough to prove (a') for m = 1. So assume m = 1 and let A^ = {x}.
We may further assume that mA < x < MA and x is a core point of A.
(Otherwise, x = MA, x < x', x = mA or 'x < x. Let A = A U {xn: « G u) where x < jc"+1 < xn (and x" < x') if x = MA (if x < x1) and x" <xn+x <x (2)M"<M¿,n¥=l. We may further assume (5) ÄM^) -f(m2n+2), /(A/2"+3) = f(m2n+x), nGu.
(Otherwise, let An = An u {c"} where An < cn, cn G A, and let A = x-CLn Ân.
Define g: Â-+A by g(a) = a for a BA, ¿(c^) = «1^+2, g(c2k+3) = «12*+1-g(cx) = Mx, and let f = f ° g. Let M" = M^ = c", mn = mj¡m = m". Then f(M2n) = /("h»), and (a') for f implies (a!) for j by Proposition 3.1(i).) Define /" G C(An, V) by f"(a) = f(a) -f(mj, nGu. Then/+ = p\A" (by (5) this holds true also at Mn). By the induction hypothesis, there is an l-dj-ordering ■<'" of An that sums /J (hence /*) uniformly to /". Let ©" = {[m", a): a G A") u {An}. LetK"Gu satisfy \\ffUB)?'")\\<2"' foiBG<$,n,K"<k,l.
Let M")£" = (a,: 0 < i < Kn) where a, < a, for / </. Modify the order <'H into an \A |-ordering -<" by reordering L4")í" in the ordering inherited from A, that is, let a¡ <n a, for 0 < i <j < K", and a <m b iff a -<'" b for a G A", b GKIA")^'". We shall show that -<" satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) (with A = f and c" > 0 that satisfy (2.0)). Now (2.1) is obvious, since -<" differs from -<'n only on a finite set. We prove (2.2). Let a_x = m", a¡^ = Mn. Let Bj -{a¡: 0 < / </}; and let a G (a,-_ " Oj]. Denote Ba = [mn, a). Then Wt" = Bj (0<j<K"). 
A"
and for a G A", by (2.3)
Now, by (2.5) (10), (11) and byf*(x) = 0 we have for every a G A:
A- Proof of (b').3 We shall rather prove (b") Let <' be any |>4|-ordering of A that sums/* to a continuous function /.Then/-/.
((b') follows, as any \A\-ordering < ' that sums f1 uniformly over {[«!", a): a G A) sums it to a continuous function.) (b") is proved using the Induction Principle ( §1). It is obvious for a finite .4, and so we have to show that if A = x-CLn<Ew An and Qo") is true of An, nGu, it is also true of A. As before, we may assume An =£ 0 for all «, and setting mn = mA , Mn = MA we may assume (5).
Let a G An and define f"(a) = f(a) -f\mn), fn(a) = fia) -f(mn). Then, f",f" G C(A", V) and/* =P\An. By assumption, -< ' sums/1" over [«Jq, a) to f(a) and over [«Iq, «t") 
It is left to show that/(«jB) = f(m") and that/(x) = fix). Now /K>)= 2 /+ = 0=/(m0).
[ KlO.ffto) Assuming/imj,,) = /(«tjj we have Km2n+2) = 2 P-2 /++ 2 /t = /(^)+ 2 A
[mo,m2» + 2) [Wc»»^) [m2/i>'>,2ii + 2) Im2ii.'',2»+2) By (5), (12):
•<' 2 /t-/(«2-+2)-/(«21.) [">2n.",2» + 2) hence fim^+d = fim^+J. Thus /(«O = /(m^), R s «*■ Adso /(*) = limB /(»tj«) by continuity of / hence fix) = limn fim^) = /(jc). Finally, for / G u we have by (5), (12) f(m2n+\) -/0"2n + 2/+l) = 2 (Km2n + 2i +1) ~ /(W2n + 2. + 3)) 0<i</ = 2 (/(m2i. + 2, + l) -/(WI2«+2i + 3)) 0<i</ -/(>"2« + l) -/(wl2n+2/+l)-3(b) is actually a consequence of (a), see [Ml] . We use the Induction Principle ( §1) to give an independent proof of (b").
By continuity of/, lim//(«i2n+2/+1) = fix). Hence, by/(x) = fix) and fix) = l"n//(»»2"+2/+i):
A«2»+i) -/0*a»+i) -Ä*) + /(*) = hm(f(m2n+x) -f(m2tt+2l+x)) + fix)
= lim(/(m2"+1) -/(m2n+2/+1)) + /(*) = f(m2n+x).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
